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Traditional Chinese Edition of [Steve Jobs]
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With this fantastic touch-and-feel farm book, children can pet the horse's mane, feel the tractor's bumpy wheel, and have lots of farmyard fun.
Take your child on a trip around the farm in Touch and Feel: Tractor. Bumpy, sandy, hard, soft and shiny textures in a chunky package will
help your child discover all about tractors. Chug, Chug! Let their little hands roam and feel the smooth tractor bonnet, the spiky straw and how
bumpy the tyres feel. Read it together - they'll learn as you play. These Touch and Feel chunky padded board books will help encourage your
child's early learning and language. Perfect for encouraging tiny fingers to explore and great for sensory development.
Board book with different textures which apply to a tractor on a farm.
In 'Farm', the animals have just finished cleaning themselves, when a big tractor goes past. It features touch and feel or foil on each spread
and combines beautiful photography with lively artwork backgrounds.
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Take your baby on a touch and feel adventure on a Tractor. Stroke, tickle and touch the textures together with your baby and help them
discover all about tractors. Let their little hands roam and feel the scratchy hay bales and journey through the tufty grass on the massive
chunky tractor. They'll learn as you play. Twinkly, bumpy, scaly, silky, sandy, sticky and shiny textures in a chunky package: perfect for
encouraging tiny fingers to explore and tiny minds to develop.

Explore a world of rainbow colours with your baby! This bright board book is the perfect first colours book to encourage
babies as they grow and develop. Each sturdy board page is shaped to help little hands grasp the pages and helps to
teach a different colour of the rainbow. This beautiful book is full of textured patches to touch, feel and explore, from a
shiny red tractor and a fluffy orange cat, to a soft yellow duck and shimmering blue rocket. The high-contrast colours and
touch-and-feels encourage interaction and stimulate a baby's senses. Illustrated by Lemon Ribbon Studio This touch-andfeel playbook: Encourages sensory development Boosts motor skills Recommended for children aged 0+ From tummy
time to bath time, the bestselling Baby Touch series contains the perfect first books to support key milestones. Also
available: Baby Touch: Playbook Baby Touch: Peekaboo Baby Touch: Vehicles Baby Touch: Animals Baby Touch:
Tummy Time Baby Touch: Night-Night Baby Touch: Busy Day Baby Touch: Get Dressed Baby Touch: Seasons Baby
Touch: Food Baby Touch: ABC Baby Touch: 123 Baby Touch: Fairy Tales Baby Touch: I Love You
Plan for six weeks of learning covering all six areas of learning and development of the EYFS through the topic of farms.
The Planning for Learning series is a series of topic books written around the Early Years Foundation Stage designed to
make planning easy. This book takes you through six weeks of activities on the theme of farms. Each activity is linked to
a specific Early Learning Goal, and the book contains a skills overview so that practitioners can keep track of which areas
of learning and development they are promoting. This book also includes a photocopiable page to give to parents with
ideas for them to get involved with their children's topic, as well as ideas for bringing the six weeks of learning together.
The weekly themes in this book include: making up a new version of 'The farmer's in his den', play at ploughing in the
sand tray and dressing up as scarecrows - just some of the activities you could plan for your 'Farms' topic. We start in
week 1 with a look at farmers then go on to cover what farmers grow, life on the farm, farm vehicles, machines and tools
and farm animals. The activities and learning all build up to the grand finale in week six, a children's farmers market.
Each book in this series is shaped to coinci de with its title and contains lots of colourful illustratio ns and simple text
lines, for easy word and picture recognit ion. '
Teach your child all about tractors with touch and feel textures in this chunky board bookBumpy, silky, sandy, sticky and
shiny textures in a chunky package will help your child discover all about tractors. Chug, Chug! Let their little hands roam
and feel smooth the tractor’s bonnet is and how bumpy the tyres feel. They’ll learn as you play. Perfect for encouraging
tiny fingers to explore: encouraging early learning and development.
Babies and toddlers will love this interactive touch-and-feel Moo! Moo! tab book from the best-selling Ladybird Baby
Touch series. Use the animal-shaped tabs to help turn the pages and find and name the different bright farm-themed
pictures throughout, from cow and pig to tractor and barn. There are also big, stimulating touch-and-feel areas to stroke
and talk about on every page - which animal feels furry? Which one feels smooth? This Ladybird Baby Touch title is a
perfect first word book for all young fans of the farm.
Demonstrates the parts of a tractor and what they move and feel like, including chunky tires, bumpy soil, and spiky straw.
On board pages.
There's lots of lift-the-flap fun and four flashing sound buttons to press in this brilliant book for tractor-mad kids.Each
spread focuses on a different farm vehicle, with exciting engine 'vrooms' and other noises to hear on the press of each
button.Lift the flaps and read the simple text to learn about the unique features on each vehicle, and there's a simple
matching activity for additional fun.
Quantum-Touch teaches techniques for focusing and amplifying life-force energy (chi) through simple breathing and bodyawareness exercises. This practice stimulates our biological intelligence to promote healing in everything from major
immune disorders to chronic pain to emotional disturbances. A new addition to Alain Herriott’s successful series that
includes Supercharging Quantum-Touch, this manual of advanced techniques is geared toward those who already know
the basics of Quantum-Touch or have backgrounds in general energy healing, Chinese disciplines such as tai chi and qi
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gong, or the yogic and dance disciplines. Techniques are presented through step-by-step exercises that facilitate the
energy flow through both teacher and patient. This energy transference encourages bone alignment, stress reduction,
and deep and lasting healing. Quantum-Touch Core Transformation shows how to truly experience oneself (emotionally,
spiritually, physically) and to begin to open consciousness and enter a whole new level of being. Written in the trademark
thoughtful, engaging style of Quantum-Touch authors, this book is an authoritative resource for any alternative-health
professional involved in serious bodywork.
Plan for six weeks of learning covering all six areas of learning and development of the EYFS through the topic of books.
The Planning for Learning series is packed with activities and ideas intended for early years teachers and playgroup
leaders. The Planning for Learning series is designed to make planning for the Early Years Foundation Stage easy. This
book takes you through six weeks of activities on the theme of books and reading. Each activity is linked to a specific
Early Learning Goal, and the book contains a skills overview so that practitioners can keep track of which areas of
learning and development they are promoting. This book also includes a photocopiable page to give to parents with ideas
for them to get involved with their children's topic, as well as ideas for bringing the six weeks of learning together. The
weekly themes in this book include: Storybooks; Books for finding things out; Poetry books; Special books; Books from
around the world; Favourite books. Bring all the learning together with a book day.
Explains what a tractor is and what it is used for.
Chugger-chugger-chugger! Tractors are AMAZING! Look and feel how big the tyres are. Find out what's under the
bonnet. And just listen to the noise they make! Brrrm! Brrrm! Flaps and pop-ups, things to pull, touch, and feel, and a
terrific tractor sound button. . . this book is full of surprises!
Touch, feel and hear the noisy animals on every page of this interactive chunky board book, packed with appealing
photographs, tactile textures and farmyard sounds.
Young readers may touch various surfaces on toy tractors that are not the one someone is looking for, until at last the
right one appears. On board pages.
Touch the chunky wheels of a tractor. Turn the pages to feel more farm textures.
Invites young readers to touch such things found on the farm as a sheep, barn, pig, tractor wheel, and dirt. On board
pages.
Introduces John Deere tractors and describes the different jobs for which they are used, including mowing grass, pulling
hay balers, and lifting gravel. On board pages.
Invites young readers to feel the textures of such things associated with a tractor as a wheel, trailer, lights, tracks, chunky tires, and a shiny
hood. On board pages.
Learn to recognize things that go in Bumpy Tractor, Shiny Train, with tactile touch-and-feel
Chug! Chug! Toot! Toot! A tractor is coming along the dirt road! Join Puppy and all his friends on a day out around the farm! Children will love
counting the animals as they hop on the tractor - with chunky touch-and-feel carriages that are perfect for little hands!
A touch and feel book tells the tale of a group of animals that have just finished cleaning themselves--when a big, muddy tractor passes by!
Traditional Chinese Edition of Pig the Tourist
TractorDk Pub
There is an eight page booklet in which to place the stickers, containing concise informative text, making it ideal for children to use both at
home and in school.
Never underestimate the healing power of touch . . . Alex Sutton has issues. She doesn’t allow relationships, and she has built her world
around the fact that she can’t stand any type of physical contact with other people. She has resigned herself to a lonely existence of duty and
obedience to her family. Then tragedy strikes, and Alex’s meticulously regimented world crumbles around her. Heartbroken and paralyzed by
grief, she isn’t sure she’ll be able to carry on. Until an unexpected friend enters her life, her home, and her heart, and teaches her how to
cope. But as Alex learns to deal with her new situation, she begins to wonder if their relationship is really what it seems to be. Is she truly
being set free? Or is she simply swapping one cage for another?
"From zooming planes to silky balloons, there's lots of vehicles to touch and feel inside."--Back cover.
Children will love to press the soft, silicone buttons on the tractor to hear entertaining sounds, from a beeping horn to a revving engine in this
touch and feel sound title from the I Can Learn! series. Includes an on/off switch on the back cover to extend battery life. Follow the tractor for
a busy day on the farm in this interactive book filled with engaging rhymes, illustrations, and a tactile tractor featuring corresponding sounds.
Little ones will love pressing Tractor's parts to hear an entertaining range of sounds, from a beeping horn, revving engine, and the crunch of
gravel to the tires spinning along in the mud. The tactile features and sounds promote learning through fun! Learning is fun with the I Can
Learn! series where young readers can explore colors, shapes, counting, and many other first concepts in these hands-on books.
Manipulating special features such as tactile elements, sound buttons, and flaps is an excellent way for children to reinforce learning and
strengthen hand-eye coordination.
Introduces children to the different types of tractors and heavy machinery, including plows and front-end loaders as well as their functions.
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